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Box 1  Under-represented groups in science
Within the Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and 
Medicine (STEMM) disciplines, women and minority groups have 
MHJLKZPNUPÄJHU[JOHSSLUNLZPUNHPUPUNLTWSV`TLU[HUKH[[HPUPUN
leadership roles, and so are under-represented within their chosen 
ÄLSKZ<UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZPUJS\KL!PUKP]PK\HSZ^OVPKLU[PM`
as Black, Asian or as a member of another ethnic minority group, 
women, and individuals who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, intersex, asexual, or as having other gender/
sexual identities (collectively referred to as LGBTQIA+), those from 
SV^PUJVTLIHJRNYV\UKZHUK[OVZL^OVOH]LHMVYTVMKPZHIPSP[ ̀
;OLPUÅ\LUJLVMNLUKLYZLL)V_PU:;,44KPZJPWSPULZ
has been discussed widely, probably more so than barriers 
experienced by V[OLY\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZ0UTHU`:;,44
areas, women, and those who identify as non-binary, are still 
under-represented in more senior positions, and statistics show 
that they are also more likely than their male counterparts to lose 
V\[VULHYUPUNZ-\Y[OLYTVYLNLUKLYIHZLKKPZJYPTPUH[PVUVM[LU
operates in tandem with other forms of discrimination, including 
unequal treatment on the basis of, for example, socioeconomic 
background, race, sexuality, disability and/or mobility impairment; 
[OVZL^OVILSVUN[VPU[LYZLJ[PVUHSNYV\WZLNH^VTHUVM
colour, a transgender person, or a disabled woman) may be 
KPZHK]HU[HNLKPUT\S[PWSL^H`Z0U[OLNLVZJPLUJLZVUS`






challenges to their progression in their marine science careers, especially those who are also members of other 
\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZIn this article we consider gender equity and equality in participation and leadership 
PUZLHNVPUNTHYPULZJPLUJLPU[OL<2KPZJ\ZZPUNZ\JJLZZLZHUKSLZZVUZSLHYULKMVY[OLM\[\YL(M[LYHIYPLM
OPZ[VY`VM<2^VTLUPUVJLHUZJPLUJLHUKHZ\TTHY`VMZVTLYLJLU[HK]HUJLZPUNLUKLYLX\HSP[ ̀^LSVVR
at further areas in need of improvement, and ask whether successes in improved gender equality can be 
[YHUZMLYYLK[V[HJRSPUNV[OLYMVYTZVM\UKLYYLWYLZLU[H[PVUPUZLHNVPUNZJPLUJL
Women in UK sea-going marine science:  
the historical context
In the majority of countries undertaking marine 
research, women were largely excluded from 
ZLHNVPUNL_WLKP[PVUZ\U[PS[OLTPK[OJLU[\Y ̀
with the exception of those formidable few who 
dressed as men, stowed away, or controversially 
QVPULKL_WLKP[PVUZ^P[O[OLPYO\ZIHUKZ;OLL_JS\-
ZPVUVM^VTLUMYVTZOPWZHɈLJ[LKUV[VUS`HYLHZ
of science and technology, but also participation 
and leadership in areas such as marine govern-
HUJLWVSPJ`THRPUNHUKZ\Z[HPUHISLKL]LSVWTLU[
The historical explanation was that this marginal-
isation was largely a result of an ‘ancient taboo’, 
which considered allowing women on ships to be 
bad luck – a taboo that has lasted until surprisingly 
YLJLU[S ̀4VYLYLJLU[IHYYPLYZ[V^VTLU^VYRPUNPU
marine subjects – especially on sea-going expedi-
tions – included perceived limitations associated 
with traditional family roles (including parental 
responsibilities), health and safety (including 
suitability for physically challenging activities), 
and what were often considered insurmountable 
challenges in supplying facilities and provisions for 
women (including separate cabins, bathrooms and 
Z\WWS`VMZHUP[HY`WYVK\J[Z;OH[[OLZLIHYYPLYZ
actually existed is highly questionable – they could 
well have been a convenient pretext for a more 
complicated UHYYH[P]LPU]VS]PUNKPZJYPTPUH[PVU
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Rosa Lee in a group of staff at the Marine Biological 
Association’s Lowestoft laboratory in 1907 
Box 2   De!nitions of gender, gender identity, gender equality and gender equity
6\YÄYZ[HPTOLYLPZ[VWYV]PKLHIYPLMOPZ[VY`VM<2^VTLUPUZLHNVPUNVJLHUZJPLUJLI\[^LOH]L[VHJRUV^SLKNL[OH[
historically, gender was viewed as binary, so we have not been able to capture the situation across the full gender identity 
ZWLJ[Y\T:V^OH[HYL[OLKPɈLYLUJLZIL[^LLUNLUKLYHUKNLUKLYPKLU[P[ ̀HUK^OH[KV^LTLHUI`NLUKLYLX\HSP[`HUK
equity?










be available to compensate for women’s historical and social disadvantages that prevent women and men from otherwise 
VWLYH[PUNVUHSL]LSWSH`PUNÄLSK,X\P[`SLHKZ[VLX\HSP[ ̀»<UP[LK5H[PVUZ7VW\SH[PVU-\UK<5-7(
Indeed, women’s traditional role in the family 
home as ‘stewards of natural and household 
resources’ could have been considered an advan-
tage for working in ocean governance and natural 
YLZV\YJLZLNÄZOLYPLZ;OHURM\SS ̀[OLYLHYLUV^
few proponents of the idea that supplying provi-
sions for women in a ship’s bond is problematic, 
and few who believe that women are not capable 
of carrying out physically challenging roles in any 
VJJ\WH[PVU
The history of sea-going women in research 
ILNPUZPU^OLU1LHUUL)HYL[¶
dressed as a teenage boy, joined expeditions as 
HZZPZ[HU[[V[OLUH[\YHSPZ[7OPSPILY[*VTTLYsVU





not until the last century, however, that women 
were included in leadership roles in marine sci-
LUJLP[ZLSM4HYPH2SLUV]H ¶ H:V]PL[
YLZLHYJOLY^OVPU  ^VYRLKHZHTHYPUL
geologist on the RV Perseus^HZ[OLÄYZ[^VTHU
[VSLHKHZJPLU[PÄJL_WLKP[PVU
;OL<2Z[VY`VMWYVMLZZPVUHSMLTHSLTHYPULZJP-





cian, and initially worked at the MBA’s Lowestoft 
3HIVYH[VY ̀0U [OLZ[HɈ^LYL[YHUZMLYYLK
[V[OL)VHYKVM(NYPJ\S[\YLHUK-PZOLYPLZ^OPJO
‘did not employ women scientists’; following 
protests by the MBA, Rosa was allowed to con-
[PU\LOLY^VYRHZHJP]PSZLY]HU[9VZH»ZHJOPL]L-
ments include realising that growth rings on 
ÄZOZJHSLZJV\SKIL\ZLK[VHZZLZZJOHUNLZPU
Sea-going botanist, 
 Jeanne Baret, 
disguised as a boy
(Photo courtesy of Cefas)
;OPZSH[LY
became the main 
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Dorothy Thursby-Pelham, photographed at the Fisheries 
Laboratory in Lowestoft in the 1930s.  
(Photo courtesy of Cefas)
ÄZONYV^[OYH[L^P[OHNL9VZH»ZKPZJV]LY`SH[LY
RUV^UHZ[OL9VZH3LL7OLUVTLUVU^HZW\I-
SPZOLKPUH PZZ\LVMNature and is still relevant 
PUÄZOLYPLZZJPLUJL[VKH ̀ Rosa’s achievements 
are all the more impressive given that she was not 







well known for her work on life cycles of marine 
animals, notably molluscs and their parasites, and 
ÄZO:OL^HZHSZVPU[LYLZ[LKPUTPJYVWSHUR[VUHUK
KPZJV]LYLKH[SLHZ[UL^ZWLJPLZ4HYPLW\I-
lished extensively, and many of her publications 
HYLZ[PSSYLMLYYLK[V[VKH ̀
0U :OLPUH4HYZOHSS ¶ HUL_WLY[
PUJVWLWVKZ^HZHWWVPU[LK[V[OLZ[HɈVM[OL
Marine Biological Station at Millport, where she 
SH[LYILJHTL+LW\[`+PYLJ[VY+\YPUN ¶ ZOL
went on an expedition to the Great Barrier Reef, 
SLKI`4H\YPJL@VUNL<UPX\LS`MVY[OL[PTL[OPZ
expedition involved women in active roles both on 
the boats and in the shore party, and Sheina had 
RL`YLZWVUZPIPSP[PLZPUIV[OZJPLUJLHUKSVNPZ[PJZ
She received many accolades throughout her 
























scientists who worked there were women, and 
they represented a much smaller proportion of the 
ZLHNVPUNZ[HɈ;OL]HZ[THQVYP[`VMMLTHSLZ[HɈ
were researchers in computer science and mathe-
matics; they developed a number of key theoreti-






















now Marine Scotland Science) tried to involve 
more female scientists in its cruises in the late 
 ZHUKLHYS`»ZI\[-9:»ZExplorer and 
Scotia 2, and their smaller vessels, were perceived 
to lack suitable accommodation/provisions as 
[OL`VUS`OHKZOHYLKMHJPSP[PLZScotia 3, launched 
PU ÄUHSS`OHKVULen suite cabin for potential 
MLTHSLZJPLU[PZ[Z
Sheina Marshall.  
This photograph is on display 
at the Scottish Association for 
Marine Science (SAMS, Oban) 
which evolved out of the Marine 
Biological Station at Millport.  
Text accompanying the 
photograph describes Sheina as 
‘among the founders of biological 
oceanography’. 
(By courtesy of SAMS)
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Sea-going women computer scientists from the  
RVS Shipborne Computer Group      
Left  Doriel Jones and Kay Batten on board RRS Charles 
Darwin in February 1985 on their way into Falmouth 
following instrument trials prior to the vessel’s !rst 
scienti!c cruise. Others in the photo are (from left to 
right) John Sherwood, Martin Beney and Chris Jackson. 
(Photo: Ted Lawson)  
Below  Theresa Cooper (née Colvin), RVS Shipborne 
Computer Group, c. 1980 alongside the S1 PDP11/34 
System in Barry; the system was portable and !rst 
installed in the on-board clean room during the RRS 







Opportunities for women at sea began to grad-
\HSS`JOHUNLPU[OL<2K\YPUN  ¶ ^OLU









only woman on a committee that was responsible 






There was also a greater representation of women 
PUHJ[P]LZ\WWVY[YVSLZH[ZLH-YVT[OL Z
there were a number of women who regularly 
supported cruises as computer scientists for 
typically three to four months each year on the 
<2YLZLHYJO]LZZLSZHUKJOHY[LY]LZZLSZ99:
Discovery, RRS Shackleton, RRS Challenger, MV 
Starella, MV FarnellaWS\ZV[OLYZ;OLZL^VTLU
included Ruth Sherwood (née/V^HY[O;OLYLZH 
*VVWLYnée*VS]PU+VYPLS1VULZ+HWOUL/LH[OLY 
ZOH^HUK2H`)H[[LUnée7V[[LY(see below)
Initially, their involvement was via IOS Wormley, 
0U[OLTPK ZTHYPULIPVSVNPZ[,]L:V\[O-
ward began to investigate benthic fauna in the 
Bay of Biscay, in collaboration with her husband 
Alan Southward^OV^HZVU[OLZ[HɈVM[OL4)(
H[7S`TV\[O;OPZ^VYRPU]VS]LKHSVUNZLYPLZ
of cruises on RVs Sarsia and Frederick Russell; 
Eve also worked on RVs Sonne, Challenger and 
Shackleton0U[OL ZZOL^HZPU]P[LK[VQVPU
<:JY\PZLZ[V[OLUL^S`KPZJV]LYLKO`KYV[OLYTHS
]LU[ZP[LZPU[OL7HJPÄJVU9=Atlantis; she also 
went down in the submersible Alvin+LZWP[LILPUN
highly respected for her expertise, Eve remained 
an unpaid independent researcher; she was often 
HJJVTWHUPLKI`MLTHSLHZZPZ[HU[Z
+LUPZL:T`[OL>YPNO[^HZ^LILSPL]LPU 
aboard the RRS Shackleton[OLÄYZ[^VTHU
ZJPLU[PZ[PU[OL<2[VNV[VZLHHZH7O+Z[\-
KLU[:OL^HZYLX\PYLK[V[HRLHÄUHS`LHYMLTHSL




mother-at-sea having given birth to her son three 
Eve Southward 
sorting mud 
on RV Sarsia, in 
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The RRS Discovery CTD rosette then and now    
Left  Discovery III cruise D200 in 1993. (Photo: John Gould)  
Right  Discovery IV cruise DY078 in 2017. (Photo: Penny 
Holliday)
The Valkyries – sometimes known as the Physics Team –  
during a cruise led by Margaret Yelland on the RRS James 
Clark Ross in December 2011. All bar the engineer, Robin, 
were women – a far cry from Margaret’s !rst cruise in 
1989 when she was the only woman on the ship.   
From left to right: Helen Snaith, Vikki Frith, Robin Pascal, 
Sarah Norris (now Sarah Dennis), Mairi Fenton, Margaret 
Yelland and Penny Holliday.
>6*,OPNOSPNO[LKZVTLL_JLSSLU[YVSLTVKLSZ
active in observational oceanography – senior 










Scotland more female scientists joined cruises on 
the converted MV Clupea, MRV Alba-Na-Mara and 
MRV ScotiaPUJS\KPUNZWVYHKPJHSS`HZ7:6ZVU
[OVZL]LZZLSZHUKJOHY[LYZMYVT[OLZ


















aged to go to sea once a year, whatever their 
WVZP[PVUPU[OLVYNHUPZH[PVUZ([[OL[PTL[OLYL







Support for women scientists at sea was, how-
L]LYVM[LUSHJRPUN,]LUIHZPJHTLUP[PLZZ\JOHZ
waste disposal bins for sanitary products were 
not always provided, and some younger women 
were told by older women to throw them over the 
ZPKLZLJYL[S ̀H[UPNO[-\Y[OLYTVYL[OLJ\S[\YLVU
board could be very confrontational and challeng-
PUNWLYOHWZL]LUTVYLZV[OHUPU[OL ZHUK
»Z>VTLUHSZVKLZJYPILKWLYZPZ[LU[\U^HU[LK
attention, sexual harassment, and bullying; with 
no guidelines about behavioural standards, and 
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Marine technician Ella Richards, here shown during an 
RRS James Cook cruise in 2015. (Photo: Veerle Huvenne) 
>VTLU^VYRPUNPU<2PUZ[P[\[PVUZOH]LILLUHUK












have also only recently promoted women to 
SLHKPUNWVZP[PVUZ+LUPZL:T`[OL>YPNO[^HZ
LSLJ[LKHZ7YLZPKLU[VM0(7:6¶ ZH[












under-representation in recognition and awards, 
LZWLJPHSS`MVYZLUPVYMLTHSLZJPLU[PZ[ZLNJLS-
ebratory conferences or ‘lifetime achievement’ 
H^HYKZ
Present-day situation and recent successes
.LUKLYIHSHUJLPU<2THYPULZJPLUJLOHZ
improved greatly in recent years, and there 
has been a growing appreciation of the bene-
Ä[ZVMNLUKLYKP]LYZP[`PUÄLSKIHZLKYLZLHYJO
Advances and achievements have also come in 
marine governance and science policy, in addition 
to leadership roles in technical and ship’s crew 
WVZP[PVUZ;VPSS\Z[YH[L[OPZWYVNYLZZ^LWYLZLU[H
few case studies; we cannot use aggregated infor-





SLKI`MLTHSL7:6Z![OL99:James Clark Ross 
^HZPU[OL)HYLU[Z:LHHZWHY[VM[OL<25,9*
*OHUNPUN(YJ[PJ6JLHUWYVNYHTTL7:61VHUUL
/VWRPUZ"[OL99:Discovery IV was in the Iceland 






and two female technicians, including Ella Rich-
ards (above)); and the RRS James Cook was in 
[OL[YVWPJHS([SHU[PJHZWHY[VM[OL5,9*M\UKLK
A0736*WYVQLJ[7:6*SHPYL4HOHɈL`
Expeditions serving longer time-series studies 

















Association for the 
7O`ZPJHS:JPLUJLZVM










Sue Hartman and Hannelore Theetaert (Flanders 
Marine Institute, VLIZ) during the June 2019 RRS 
Discovery cruise to exchange the moorings and 
instrumentation on the PAP-SO buoys (one can seen 
close up on the left). (Photo: Jon Campbell)
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>VTLUOH]LILLUSLZZYLWYLZLU[LKPUZJPLU[PÄJ
leadership in the Atlantic Meridional Transect 
(AMT) programme, ^P[OVUS`VUL^VTHU7:6
*HYVS9VIPUZVUPU"^OPSZ[[OLYLPZNVVKYLW-
resentation of women in the AMT programme, the 
majority of these scientists have been early-career 
YLZLHYJOLYZ3VUN[LYTVIZLY]H[PVUZVM[OL
O`KYVNYHWO`PU[OL-HYVL¶:OL[SHUK*OHUULSOH]L
been conducted by Marine Scotland Science (and 
WYLKLJLZZVYZZPUJL[OLSH[L [OJLU[\Y ̀^P[O
[OLÄYZ[MLTHSL7:6)LYP[9HILPUVUIVHYK
MRV Scotia; since then, at least one out of three 
Marine Science Scotland’s regular cruises in the 
-HYVL¶:OL[SHUK*OHUULSOHZILLUJVUK\J[LKI`
HMLTHSL7:6
When using such time-series programmes as 
case studies of progress in gender equality in 
leadership roles it is important to bear in mind 





– which are becoming increasingly important for 
addressing broad ocean–climate interactions – 








expeditions on the RV JOIDES Resolution have 
become more balanced in terms of participant 
NLUKLY
0UHKKP[PVU[VSLHKPUNZJPLU[PÄJYLZLHYJO^VTLU
scientists in marine science are also keen innova-
[VYZ!MVYL_HTWSLPUYLJLU[`LHYZ[OL`OH]LILLU
the driving force behind the use of some of the 
latest robotic technology for marine observations, 






vehicles (Autosub6000, the ROV Isis and a Sea-
glider) in a simultaneous, combined operation 
during an expedition on the RRS James Cook
As well as gender equality amongst scientists and 
technicians, there is also the question of gender 
equality for other essential roles at sea, which – 
again – cannot be assessed without the collection 
VMYLSL]HU[KH[HVUWHY[PJPWH[PVU/V^L]LY[OLYL
are some examples of continued improvement 
in gender balance, including the appointment of 
(SL_PZ3LLHZ[OLÄYZ[MLTHSL6ɉJLYPU*OHYNLVM
H4HYPUL:JV[SHUK*VTWSPHUJLL_WLKP[PVU¶HU
acheivement that was celebrated in a blog for 
4LYJOHU[5H]`+H`PU 
What has driven these successes?




icant rise in the number of individuals studying 
MVY7O+Z>P[O[OPZNYV^[OJHTLHUL^NLULY-
H[PVUVM7O+Z\WLY]PZVYZ^OVYLJVNUPZLK[OH[






leading institutes and universities, supervising 
[OLPYV^UZ[\KLU[ZHUKYLZLHYJOLYZ;OPZJVTIP-
nation of mentorship, championing of new talent 
and providing opportunity for interaction with 
the wider science community was a key driver of 
[OPZJOHUNL
Assessments of gender diversity in marine 
science have focussed on the importance of 
[^VHZWLJ[Z!PTWYV]LKTLU[VYPUNZJOLTLZHUK
JVUZPZ[LU[S`Z\WWVY[P]L^VYRLU]PYVUTLU[Z
Mentoring  Mentoring is critical during all stages 






ities for women in their early career stages 
WVZ[NYHK\H[LYLZLHYJOHUKVU^HYKZ(Z\Y]L`
VM476>09WHY[PJPWHU[ZYL]LHSLK[OH[[OL















that participant feedback is a useful means for 
assessing success of mentoring schemes and 
PKLU[PM`PUNWH[O^H`ZMVYPTWYV]LTLU[
The above examples of mentoring programmes 
all take place on land, but there are also val-
\HISLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYTLU[VYPUNH[ZLH-VY
example, Marine Scotland Science have a pio-
ULLYPUNUL^ZJOLTLMVY[YHPUPUN7:6ZPU]VS]PUN
HWWVPU[PUNH*V7:6MVYLHJOL_WLKP[PVU>OPSZ[
this programme is open to everyone, there was 
HUL_WLKP[PVUPU VU[OL49=Scotia where 
25
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Berit Rabe (right) and Helen Smith (PSO and Co-PSO, 
respectively) along with Matthew Gray, during a 2019 
Scotia cruise. (Photo: Matthew Gray)
[OL7:6HUK*V7:6)LYP[9HILHUK/LSLU









Continuing challenges for under-represented 
groups in sea-going research
A good cruise can help a scientist embrace a 
career in sea-going marine science, but a bad 
experience for themselves or a friend or colleague 
could make someone change their career plans, 
HUK[OPZKVLZOHWWLU;OPZWYVISLTKPZWYVWVY[PVU-
H[LS`HɈLJ[Z\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZNP]LU[OH[
they are more likely to be targeted by harassment 
VY\U^HU[LKH[[LU[PVU<UHJJLW[HISLILOH]PV\YPZ
likely to impact those in early-career stages more 
strongly, but it is experienced by under-represen-
ted groups at all career stages
7:6ZNLULYHSS`YLJLP]LSP[[SLVYUV[YHPUPUNPUOV^
to support team members who feel they are being 
unfairly treated, although videos covering har-
assment are now mandatory at the beginning of 
L_WLKP[PVUZVU[OLTHPU5,9*YLZLHYJO]LZZLSZ
The burden of tackling unacceptable behaviour 
VM[LUZ[PSSSPLZ^P[O[OL]PJ[PT0[JHUILL_[YLTLS`
KPɉJ\S[[VÄUK[OLJV\YHNL[VYLWVY[\UHJJLW[HISL
behaviour at sea if the culture and expectations of 
behaviour standards are not explicitly set out by 
[OVZLPUJOHYNL(JVUZPZ[LU[JOHUNLPUJ\S[\YL[V
WYL]LU[Z\JOILOH]PV\YPZULLKLK
There are still shortcomings in the availability of 
OLHS[OHUKZHML[`WYV]PZPVUZWLJPÄJ[V^VTLU




designed with the average man – not woman – in 
mind (as written about recently in Invisible Women: 
Exposing data bias in a world designed for men 
I`*HYVSPUL*YPHKV7LYLa-VYL_HTWSLZHML[`VY
survival suits are often provided predominantly in 
SHYNLYZPaLZ[OH[HYLIV[OJ\TILYZVTLHUKKHUNLY-







to put used sanitary products directly in bins ready 
for burning as it was not fair to ask the stewards to 
LTW[`JHIPUIPUZ7YV]PZPVUVMZHUP[HY`IPUZPU[OL
shared toilets on ships has been an ongoing battle, 
and women have had to raise the matter at cruise 
planning meetings, or request crew members to 
I\`IPUZPUWVY[ILMVYLHNYLLPUN[VZHPS7HWLYIHNZ
^LYLZVTL[PTLZWYV]PKLKI\[^LYLVM[LUUV[Ä[MVY
purpose, especially for anyone experiencing heavy 
26
Improved work environments  Work environ-
TLU[ZOH]LILLUPTWYV]LK[OYV\NOÅL_PISL
schemes for carers, more high visibility roles 
for women (including those belonging to other 
under-represented groups), emphasis on collabo-
ration rather than competition, and the perception 
VMYLK\JLKNLUKLYIPHZHUKV]LY[ZL_PZT
;OLYLOH]LILLUHU\TILYVMZWLJPÄJZJOLTLZ
and scholarships to promote women and other 
under-represented groups in marine science within 
[OL,<HUK<:0U[OL<2[OLTVZ[WYVTPULU[




One example of a positive policy change, which 
HYVZLMYVTHU([OLUH:>(5H^HYKZ\ITPZZPVU
by Marine Scotland Science, is the creation of a 
NLUKLYIHSHUJLKWVVSVM[YHPULK7:6ZHUHJ[PVU
LUKVYZLKI`P[Z)VHYKPU1\S`/V^L]LY
actions that have been implemented as a result of 
([OLUH:>(5HJJYLKP[H[PVUZ\JOHZTLU[VYPUN
programmes) are generally limited to within insti-
tutions or informal arrangements, and nation-wide 
VY<2SLKPU[LYUH[PVUHSZJOLTLZMVYWHY[PJ\-
lar areas of marine science are still few and far 
IL[^LLU
Networking  Assistance with networking can also 
help women, and other under-represented groups, 
THRLJVUULJ[PVUZHUKI\PSKJVSSHIVYH[PVUZ6UL






for women in the geosciences, members of the 
,:>5SLHKLYZOPWIVHYKOH]LHSZVILLUPUZ[Y\-




improve networking for under-represented groups, 
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WLYPVKZ;OLZP[\H[PVUOHZTVZ[S`PTWYV]LKPU[OL
last two years or so, with the introduction of small, 
sealable bags and appropriate bins in both cabins 
HUK[VPSL[ZPUW\ISPJHYLHZ
The increased participation of women in sea-going 




and fair access to training, and because there are 
few opportunities for women to engage with the 
LHYS`WSHUUPUNZ[HNLZVMHJY\PZL!PM^VTLUHYL
not involved from the start, it is unlikely that they 
^PSSILHISL[V[HRLHSLHKLYZOPWYVSLPU[OLÄUHS
L_WLKP[PVU-\Y[OLYTVYL[OLYLTH`ILHYLS\J[HUJL
for women to propose sea-going research because 
of the long time-scales involved in the planning 
processes (it can take many years from the initial 
WYVWVZHS[VJVTWSL[PVUVMHZJPLU[PÄJL_WLKP[PVU 
Being away for weeks at a time is still challeng-
ing for many women due to caring commitments 
and other personal circumstances; women might 
decide to leave oceanography if they feel that 
caring duties and career progression do not go 
[VNL[OLY
Improved attitudes towards, and accommodation 
of, women at sea are probably a result of the 
gradually increasing number of women on ships, 
rather than the other way around, and there is still 
HZ[HYRPTIHSHUJLHTVUN[LJOUPJPHUZHUKJYL^
Our research has revealed that there have been 
very few ‘top-down’ schemes that were designed 




driven at the level of institutions, or by individuals – 
often, but not only, by women, including scientists, 
JYL^HUK[LJOUPJPHUZ;OLZLPUKP]PK\HSZOH]LILLU
instrumental in driving forward informal mentoring 
ZJOLTLZILPUNYVSLTVKLSZH[KPɈLYLU[JHYLLY




How can we extend successes in gender equality 
to other under-represented groups?
In addition to improving inclusivity, bringing in 
the views of women and other under-represented 
individuals results in better collaboration and 
NYLH[LYZJPLU[PÄJPTWHJ[*HU^LVUHUH[PVUHS
and international level, transfer the mechanisms 
of success in improving gender balance in marine 
science to tackling other forms of under-rep-
resentation?
Whilst there have been improvements in gender 
equality, women working in science still face 
discrimination and inequality, especially if they 
also belong to another under-represented group, 
L]LUVULWYV[LJ[LKI`LX\HSYPNO[ZSH^LNYLSH[-
PUN[VL[OUPJP[`VYKPZHIPSP[`There is a plethora 
of evidence to suggest that under-represented 
groups face more discrimination and harassment 
in their workplaces, fewer opportunities to speak 
at conferences, have fewer collaboration and 




been published, anecdotally more women, individ-
uals identifying as Black, Asian or as a member of 
another ethnic minority group and/or as LGBTQIA+ 
and/or with disabilities, are participating in sea-go-
ing research during early career stages, but are still 
\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LK
*YP[PJHSS ̀\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZKVUV[ZLL
individuals with whom they identify in leadership 
YVSLZ-VYTHU``LHYZ56*:V\[OHTW[VUWYV\KS`
KPZWSH`LKVU[OL^HSSV\[ZPKL[OL5H[PVUHS6JLHU-




the important contributions of these pioneers of 
science will be recognised individually and with 
HWWYVWYPH[LYLZWLJ[/V^L]LYP[PZJSLHYS`UV^[PTL
to enhance the diversity of those celebrated and 
VUKPZWSH ̀HUK[VYHPZL[OLWYVÄSLVM\UKLYYLWYL-
sented groups within ocean sciences, not only to 
inspire the next generation of marine scientists, but 
HSZV[VYL[HPU[OVZLJ\YYLU[S`PU[OLÄLSK/LYLHYLH
ML^RL`YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZMVYTHRPUNP[OHWWLU
1.  Introduction of UK-based schemes for 
under-represented groups in marine science
The establishment of funded nationwide schemes 
that target under-represented groups in marine 
ZJPLUJLZWLJPÄJHSS`ZLHNVPUNZJPLUJL^V\SK
drive increased availability of opportunities through 
‘top-down’ schemes, as well as peer-to-peer 
LUNHNLTLU[:JOLTLZZ\JOHZ476>09HUK
:;,4:,(:H<:PUP[PH[P]LHPTLKH[MHJPSP[H[PUN
undergraduates from diverse backgrounds taking 
part in short marine expeditions) could act as 
templates for such ventures, by providing support 
and opportunities for sea-going experience and 
TLU[VYPUN/V^L]LYZ\JOZJOLTLZKVU»[Z\WWVY[
some of the earlier career stages, so need to be 
L_WHUKLK[VLUJVTWHZZHSSJHYLLYSL]LSZ;OL
WVPU[H[^OPJO\UKLYNYHK\H[L4HZ[LYZHUK7O+
students are recruited is critical, especially for 






for early-career researchers from all backgrounds 
to take part in sea-going expeditions and learn 
UL^ZRPSSZL[ZZLLWW¶/V^L]LYZHSHY`HUK
some other costs are not provided, and this could 
present a barrier to those who already face more 
hurdles in acquiring funding than their white male 
WLLYZ:\JOWYVNYHTTLZJV\SKILL_[LUKLK[V
27
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encourage participation from women and other 
\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZHUK[VI\PSKPUZWLJPÄJ
skills, and be supported by ring-fenced funding 
Z\JOHZL_PZ[Z^P[OPU[OL:;,4:,(:WYVNYHTTL
Waiting for equality to trickle up to marine sci-
ence leadership roles will take too long, and 
TVYLHɉYTH[P]LHJ[PVUH[OPNOSL]LSZPZULLKLK[V
Z[PT\SH[LKP]LYZP[`PUP[PH[P]LZ>P[OPU[OL<2[OLYL
are schemes at Marine Scotland Science and the 
5H[PVUHS6JLHUVNYHWO`*LU[YL[VWHY[ULYLHYS` 
JHYLLYYLZLHYJOLYZ^P[OZLUPVYZ[HɈ^OVJV\SK
help them ‘learn the ropes’ and gain the experience 
they need to write their own research proposals 
HUKHWWS`MVYJY\PZLZ4LU[VYPUNHUKUL[^VYRPUN
schemes that bring together participants from aca-
demia, funding agencies and other stakeholders 
^V\SKILNYLH[S`ILULÄJPHSHUKJV\SKNVZVTL^H`
to help improve the diversity of successful grant 
OVSKLYZ
2.  Visibility of role models
One factor that has been shown to be greatly 
ILULÄJPHSMVY^PKLUPUNWHY[PJPWH[PVUPZ[OL]PZPIPSP[`
VMYVSLTVKLSZMYVT\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZ
We all need to tell more stories celebrating marine 
scientists, technicians and crew who have had 
HJOPL]LTLU[ZPU[OLÄLSKVMZLHNVPUNZJPLUJL
despite facing barriers, real and perceived, as 
HYLZ\S[VM[OLPYIHJRNYV\UKZ/V^L]LYNYLH[LY
improvements in this area can come from deliber-
ate policies within individual groups and organisa-
tions, such as taking decisions to name awards, or 
rooms, or buildings after women or representatives 
VMTPUVYP[PLZ;OL*LU[YLMVY,U]PYVUTLU[-PZOLYPLZ
HUK(X\HJ\S[\YL:JPLUJL*LMHZHUK[OL:JV[[PZO
Association for Marine Science (SAMS) both took 
steps in the right direction by naming a room and 
a teaching building after Rosa Lee and Sheina 
4HYZOHSSYLZWLJ[P]LS ̀;OLTHQVYP[`VMTHQVYH^HYKZ




Another new initiative, led by Rehemat Bhatia and 
the Micropalaeontological Society, is promoting 
under-represented groups through new awards, 
and through naming existing unnamed society 











bility of under-represented groups – especially those 
in their earlier career stages – as session chairs and 
keynote speakers, using inclusive activities of the 
,\YVWLHU.LVZJPLUJLZ<UPVUHZL_LTWSHYZ
Increasing the visibility of women and under-rep-
YLZLU[LKNYV\WZH[ZLHPZRL`!M\UKPUNHNLUJPLZ
research organisations, charities and universities 
need to ensure diversity in the images on their 
websites, and in promotional or teaching mate-
YPHSZ*HYLHSZVULLKZ[VIL[HRLU[VJVTIH[
unconscious bias in terms of the written or 
spoken language used to describe science leads 
PU[OLZL^LIZP[LZHUKKVJ\TLU[Z-VYL_HTWSL
cruise or programme websites should ensure that 
women and other under-represented groups are 
given prominent positions, and described using 
the same words and terminology as their male 
JVSSLHN\LZ+LWPJ[PVUVMTPUVYP[`NYV\WZPUTHYPUL
science in the media needs to be improved in all 
spheres, from inclusion in news and documentary 
PU[LY]PL^Z[VYLWYLZLU[H[PVUPUÄJ[PVU
3.  Better training for sea-going scientists
;OLYLHYLJSLHYILULÄ[ZPUPTWYV]PUNHUKIYVHKLU-





funders (especially those with senior oversight of 
cruise activities) need to be fully aware of chal-
lenges faced on board cruises, and build and 
implement necessary protocols and codes of con-
K\J[;YHPUPUNMVYHSSWHY[PJPWHU[ZPUTLU[HSOLHS[O
avoiding unconscious bias and bystander behav-
iour should be essential – rather than recom-
TLUKLK¶HKKP[PVUZ[VWYLJY\PZLWYLWHYH[PVU;OPZ
training, which is the responsibility of research 
institutes, funding agencies and universities, will 
help sea-going researchers understand how to 
manage the expectations of other participants and 
colleagues, and help improve the experience of 
L]LY`VULVUIVHYK
4.  An inclusive environment on ships
Every expedition needs to have an inclusive 
environment that is comfortable for everyone, 
which can be achieved by the reasonable accom-







child-care provisions) could facilitate involvement 
by those with caring responsibilities which, for a 
range of socioeconomic reasons, disproportion-
H[LS`PUJS\KLZ\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LKNYV\WZ(^LSS
advertised, easy-to-access system for supporting 
additional caring costs that arise when people are 
H^H`H[ZLH^V\SKTHRLHIPNKPɈLYLUJL*Y\PZLZ
could also be made more inclusive through 
ZJOLTLZ[OH[HSSV^TVYLÅL_PISLHWWYVHJOLZ
such as the schemes to split tasks between a 
7:6HUK*V7:6J\YYLU[S`ILPUNPTWSLTLU[LK
I`4HYPUL:JV[SHUK:JPLUJL
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Heading in the right direction!   A happy group of researchers in coastal waters off Greenland in 2018 – the team is 
predominantly female and has representatives from a wide variety of backgrounds and four different countries.  
(Photo: Ellen Pedersen)
Further Reading overleaf  ±
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The way forward 
We urgently need to diversify our discipline through 
proactive mentorship, and by promoting and imple-
TLU[PUNWVZP[P]LJOHUNL3LHKPUN<2VYNHUPZH[PVUZ
Z\JOHZ[OL*OHSSLUNLY:VJPL[`MVY4HYPUL:JPLUJL
should show the way by implementing actions that 
^PSSTHRLHNLU\PULKPɈLYLUJLJVU]LY[PUNV\YPKLHZ
PU[VHWYHJ[PJHSYLHSP[ ̀;OLMVSSV^PUNWYVWVZHSZ
can be summarised as a call for a strong vision for 
equality and diversity in marine science, led by the 
TLTILYZOPWVM[OL*OHSSLUNLY:VJPL[ ̀In develop-
ing each of these ideas we need to consider which 
initiatives that have helped women might also be 
LɈLJ[P]LPUZ\WWVY[PUNV[OLY\UKLYYLWYLZLU[LK
groups, and for which groups, and under what 
circumstances, the approaches might need to be 
KPɈLYLU[
>LZOV\SK!
 Lead initiatives (websites, award-naming, guest ࠮
ZLTPUHYZL[J[VPUJYLHZL]PZPIPSP[`VMWHZ[HUKWYLZ-
ent under-represented groups in sea-going marine 
ZJPLUJLMVYL_HTWSL!^VTLUWLVWSLPKLU[PM`PUN
as Black, Asian or as from another ethnic minority, 









sented groups to go to sea, particularly in leader-
ZOPWWVZP[PVUZ
-UZ\YL[OH[HY[PJSLZPU*OHSSLUNLY:VJPL[`W\I,࠮
lications are authored by – and feature – a diverse 
YHUNLVMPUKP]PK\HSZ
 Lobby to encourage the community to take ࠮
\WVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[VHWWVPU[H*V7:6MVYL]LY`
JY\PZL^OLYLLP[OLY7:6VY*V7:6PZHULHYS`VY
mid-career researcher, and to monitor and record 
the diversity of people in those positions, and their 
JHYLLYWYVNYLZZPVUPU[OLSVUNLY[LYT;OPZWYV-
cedure has recently started on Marine Scotland 
:JPLUJLJY\PZLZ^P[O]LY`WVZP[P]LMLLKIHJR
 Lobby for 5,9*to provide resources for extra ࠮




 Lobby for the collection and analysis of diversity  ࠮






programme suitable for all, identify existing and 
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Further reading and websites of interest
(S:OLISP)2;9HO^HUHUK>3>VVU;OL
WYLLTPULUJLVML[OUPJKP]LYZP[`PUZJPLU[PÄJJVSSHIV-
YH[PVUNature Communications 9 ¶
)LYUHYK9,HUK,/*VVWLYKVJR5VWYVNYLZZ









British Library Archives  O[[WZ!ZV\UKZIS\R6YHSOPZ-
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PUVJLHUNV]LYUHUJLMVYZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[ ̀Marine Policy 
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minorities are given too few talks at world’s largest 

















VNYHWO`&PU1VOUZVU)(,KWomen and geology: 
Who are we, where have we come from, and where 
are we going? Geological Society of America Memoir 
214¶KVP!4,4
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to improve gender diversity in coastal geoscience 
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